
CONNECT WITH CHAIR: 

Welcome to CHAIR’s Fall 2023 Newsletter. We have had a very active spring and summer
with CHAIR and would like to share some of the great things we and our members have
been up to.

CHAIR was excited to attend, exhibit, and display two posters at this year’s IPAC
Conference in Vancouver in May. Many CHAIR members attended, and we are excited
about our continued partnership with IPAC Canada.

CHAIR is branching out and is now looking internationally for partnerships. Our Vision
statement, “Safe spaces, free from pathogens,” should not have any borders. As a result,
for the first time, CHAIR exhibited at the APIC 2023 Annual Conference in Orlando,
Florida. At the conference, I had the opportunity to engage with IPC and Industry from all
over the world. We shared our message, made new alliances, and brought new
international members into our organization. We hope to be able to do it again in 2024.

The future looks very exciting, and we hope that more IPC and regulatory leaders
understand that the intelligent implementation of engineered infection prevention
technologies will dramatically impact reducing community and healthcare-acquired
infections.
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GREETINGS FROM OUR EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
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https://chaircoalition.org/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/chair-coalition/
https://twitter.com/chaircoalition?s=20


Check out our latest

blog post:

Harnessing Copper's

Antimicrobial Might:

Reducing Community

and Healthcare-

Acquired Infections

Just a reminder - Leaders in Engineered
Infection Prevention: If you or someone
within your network has been instrumental in
advancing the field in alignment with
CHAIR's mission and vision, we invite you to
share their story with us. You can find a list
of last year's recipients through this link. For
nominations and further inquiries, please
don't hesitate to contact us at
sreinecke@chaircoalition.org.

CHAIR / IPAC Leadership and Scholarship
Awards Dinner

CALL FOR NOMINATIONS:
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UPDATES

MEMBER SPOTLIGHT
Check out this month

Member Spotlight Azadeh

Zereshkian, Vice

President - Operations of

Circuit Edge

Click here to learn more.
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HIGHLIGHTING OUR MEMBERS
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Are you interested in sharing your expertise? We invite you to become a

guest blogger on our website! It's a great opportunity to showcase your

knowledge and insights to our community. If you'd like to contribute an

article or share your thoughts on a specific topic, please contact us. We

look forward to hearing from you!

OPPORTUNITIES FOR GUEST BLOGGERS

         We are trying to do a better job of highlighting our members'
organizations. Please forward your organization's webpage (so we can
link it on our website), as well as a 50-word or less description of your
organization and how you contribute to CHAIR's mission. 
 

Please send these to Tammy at tfriederich@chaircoalition.org
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Calling for
Contributions

CHAIR Coalition is requ
esting articles

or studies on engineere
d disinfection

strategies or Infection
 Control

practices to add to the
ir repository and

share on social media. 
You can email

Steve or Tammy with any
 relevant

information at

sreinecke@chaircoalitio
n.org and

tfriederich@chaircoalit
ion.org.
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